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QUESTION 1

An administrator is troubleshooting a failure in the datacenter in which a server shut down/powered off when utility
power was lost. The server had redundant power supplies. Which of the following is the MOST likely cause of this
failure? 

A. The UPS batteries were overcharged 

B. Redundant power supplies require 220V power 

C. Both power supplies were connected to the same power feed 

D. The power supplies were not cross-connected 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is a method that is used to prevent motor vehicles from getting too close to building entrances
and exits? 

A. Bollards 

B. Reflective glass 

C. Security guards 

D. Security cameras 

Correct Answer: A 

Bollards are an example of a method that is used to prevent motor vehicles from getting too close to building entrances
and exits. Bollards are short, sturdy posts that are installed on sidewalks, parking lots, or roads to create physical
barriers and control traffic flow. Bollards can be used to protect pedestrians, buildings, or other structures from vehicle
collisions or attacks. Bollards can be made of various materials, such as metal, concrete, or plastic, and can be fixed,
removable, or retractable. 

Reference: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bollard 

 

QUESTION 3

A server administrator has been asked to implement a password policy that will help mitigate the chance of a successful
brute-force attack. Which of the following password policies should the administrator implement first? 

A. Lockout 

B. Length 

C. Complexity 

D. Minimum age 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A very old PC is running a critical, proprietary application in MS-DOS. Administrators are concerned about the stability
of this computer. Installation media has been lost, and the vendor is out of business. Which of the following would be the
BEST course of action to preserve business continuity? 

A. Perform scheduled chkdsk tests. 

B. Purchase matching hardware and clone the disk. 

C. Upgrade the hard disk to SSD. 

D. Perform quarterly backups. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A server room with many racks of servers is managed remotely with occasional on-site support. Which of the following
would be the MOST cost-effective option to administer and troubleshoot network problems locally on the servers? 

A. Management port 

B. Crash cart 

C. IP KVM 

D. KVM 

Correct Answer: D 

Management port - irrelevant choice. 

Crash cart - if you on-site support occasionally, not worth to have crash cart. 

IP KVM - this connection type use for remote drive access, remote console access, OOB and but more cost. 

KVM - local access, less cost 
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